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Part I
Answer all questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial credit will

be allowed. Unless otherwise specified, answers may be left in terms of 1r or in radical form.

1 Find the number of degrees in each interior angle of a regular polygon
of 9 sides.

2 In parallelogram ABeD the number of degrees in angle ...·4 is represented
by .1:" and in angle B by 5x - 120. Find the number of degrees in angle A,

3 ...An exterior angle at the base of an isosceles triangle is 1150
• Find the

number of degrees in the vertex angle.
4 Two chords, .:4.B and CD, of circle 0 intersect at E. If the number of

degrees in angle AEC is represented by 2a and in arc .t4C by 3a.~ find, in
terms of a" the number of degrees in arc BD.

5 In triangle ABC, a line parallel to AC intersects AS at D and BC at E.
If ..:4D = 12, DB = 8 and BE =9, find Ee.

6 Two sides of a triangle are 6 and 10 and the angle included between
these sides is 30 0

• Find the area of the triangle.

7 Find the length of an altitude of an equilateral triangle whose side is 9.

8 Find the length of a side of a square whose diagonal is 6.
9 The area of a rhombus is 30 and one diagonal is 10. Find the other

diagonal.
10 The coordinates of the end points ofa diameter of a circle are 2, 1)

and (6, 9). Find the coordinates of the center of the circle.
11 Find the length of the line segment joining the 1, 3) and

(5,8).
12 Write an equation of the locus of points whose ordinates are 2 more than

three times their abscissas.
13 Chords AS and CD intersect within a circle at E. If AE =8, BB =9

and CE is twice ED, find ED.
14 In rectangle ABCD) diagonal AC is drawn, If Be is 9 and AB is 15,

find angle ACB to the nearest degree.
15 The areas of two similar triangles are 20 and 45. If a side of the smaller

triangle is 4, find the length of the corresponding side of the larger
triangle.
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16 Two are
and 8,
of the shortest oi the

17 .A. tangent and a secant arc drawn to a circle from an external
If the whole secant is 16 and its external segment is 4, find the
of the tangent.

18 The circumference of a circle is 30".. Find the length of the radius of
the circle,

19 Find the area of a sector whose angle is SOc in a circle whose area is 72.

It5. . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

Ii .

18.. , .. " .

1~} ... , .. .... . ...

Directions (20-24): Indicate the correct completion for cacli of the following by on
the line at the right the letter 0, b, c or d.

20 In right triangle DEF. the right angle is at F and F1! is the altitude
to the hypotenuse. DF is a mean proportional between (u) DE and EJ7;

DE and FH (c) DH and Hli (d) DH and DE 20 .
21 The total number of points that are one inch from a circle whose radius is

5 inches and that are also one inch from a line through the center of the circle is
(a)8 2 (c)6 (d)4 21.....

22 If four common tangents can be drawn to two circles, the circles are
(e) intersecting fb)externally tangent (c jcompletely outside each other
(d) internally tangent 22. . . . . .

23 Triangle ,,4.BC is circumscribed about a circle with side .4B tangent to the circle
at point R. If .dR equals RB, then triangle ,,4BC must have (c) 3 equal
sides (b) 2 equal sides (c)no equal sides (d)one side equal to
twice the radius 23 .

24 If a student has Room 101 for a homeroom, he is a senior. John does not have
Room 101 for a horne room; therefore, he is not a senior. This argument is an
example of (a) reasoning from an inverse (b) reasoning from a converse
(c)indirect reasoning (d) circular reasoning 24 .

Directions (25): Leave all construction Hues on the paper.

25 Construct a tangent to circle 0 from point ,,4.

A
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Part II
Answer three questions from this part.

26 Prove: An angle formed by t\VO secants is measured by one-half the difference of the intercepted
arcs. [10]

27 In trapezoid ,llBCD, the longer base is "'1£3. [( is the 1111',1.1 ..'''.'1111. of IJC and 1?..·1 == l?B.

a Prove: Trapezoid .'"IBCL) is isosceles,
b ""ID and BC are extended to meet at So.

Prove: Triangle S'DC is isosceles. [4J

28 Prove: The area of a regular polygon is equal to one-half the product of its perimeter and its
apothem, [10]

29 In the acute isosceles triangle ...4EC, .dC = BC.. CD is perpendicular to "d.B and meets ..:-1B at D.
BE is perpendicular to ,,;4C and meets .4C at E. Prove: CB ,,4£ == ,,4B ..4D. [10]

30 In quadrilateral ..:4BCD. angle ...4 equals angle Band .t4D is less than Be. Prove: Angle "tIDe
is greater than angle DCB. [Hint: Draw a line from D parallel to ,,4B.] [10]

*31 a Write a formula for the slope l1Z of a straight line in terms of the coordinates ( ,Xl' ,>'1) and
(.t'"2' .)'2) of t\VO points on the line. [2]

b Find the slope of the line through the points (- 1, - 2) and (3, 6). [2]
c Write an equation of the line whose slope is 2 and which J)<"lsses through the point (1, - 2). [3]
d Write an equation of the locus of points equally distant from the points (- 2, 3) and

(4,3). [3]

*This question is based on one of the optional topics in the syllabus and may be used in place of
any question in either part II or part III.

[3] [OVER]
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Part III
Answer two questions from this part. Show all work.

32 In triangle .d is 51e, B is 55° and is 13. CD is the altitude from C to .dB.

a Find. to the nearest C'D and DB. (2,2,3]
b the results found in a, find the area of l' ...........'\NLca, ~·1 BC. [3]

33 The figure at the right a cross section of a retaining
wall. B. C and D are right CD is 4 feet,
ED is 2 feet. arc FE is a quarter of a circle whose radius is
2 feet and .l1.F is 2 feet. Find, to the nearest tenth of a squtue
foot" the area of the cross section. [Use the approximation
'1r =3.14.] [10]

B A
2'

F

4'

E

2'

34 In isosceles trapezoid ABED, AB is the longer base. The equal sides are extended to meet at C.
DE is 12, CD is 20, D#.4 is represented by ..t'" and .ItB by)', and the perimeter of the trapezoid is 50.

G Write a set of two equations that can be used to find the value of x and of y. [6]
b Solve for x and for y. [4]

35 The vertices of triangle ABC are A(-1,-2), B(4, 3) and C(3, 10).
(J Using graph paper, draw triangle ABC. [2]
b Show that triangle .:4.BC is isosceles. [4]
c Find the area of triangle ABC. [4]

[4)
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FOR AO o LV
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RATING

TENTH YEAR MATHEMATICS10
Wednesday, 11

lJse
by making

Unless otherwise £' ............"' ......,:0."'1

Units need not be when the wordmz

Part I
Allow 2 credits for each correct answer; allow no

credit if the pupil has written the correct answer

(1) 140
(2) SO
(3) 50
(4) a
(5) 131
(6) 15
(7) 1-0 or7.8
(8) 30or42
(9) 6

(10) (2,5)
(11) y61 or 7.8
(12) y =3s+ 2

allowed.

credit. For questions 20-24, allow
of the letter aJ b, c or d.

(13) 6
(14) 59
(15) 6
(16) 6
(17) 8
(18) 15
(19) 10
(20) d
(21) a
(22) c
(23) b
(24) a

Please refer to the Department's pamphlet Sugglstionso" th, Rati5g of R,glnt" Exo,HliMtion
Papers i" Mathnnatics. Care should be exercised in making deductions as to whether the error
is purely a mechanical one or due to a violation of some principle. A mechanical error generally
should receivea deduction of 10%, while ·an error due to a violation of some cardinal principle should
receivea deductionra.nging from.. 30 percent to 50 percent, depending on the f;elative importance of the
principle in the solution of the problem.

Part II

b 2
c y
dx=l

32 a AD =8 {21
CD =10 (2]
BD =7 [3]

b 75 [3]

20 s
34 a s +20= T [3]

2x+y=38 [3]

b ;:~ '(4)

Part III
33 16.9

35 b Be= ySO (:4];
AB=ySO

e 20 [4]
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